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Abstract—In order to train reinforcement learning algorithms,
a significant amount of experience is required, so it is common
practice to train them in simulation, even when they are intended
to be applied in the real world. To improve robustness, camera-
based agents can be trained using visual domain randomization,
which involves changing the visual characteristics of the simula-
tor between training episodes in order to improve their resilience
to visual changes in their environment.

In this work, we propose a method, which includes real-
world images alongside visual domain randomization in the
reinforcement learning training procedure to further enhance
the performance after sim-to-real transfer. We train variational
autoencoders using both real and simulated frames, and the
representations produced by the encoders are then used to train
reinforcement learning agents.

The proposed method is evaluated against a variety of base-
lines, including direct and indirect visual domain randomization,
end-to-end reinforcement learning, and supervised and unsuper-
vised state representation learning.

By controlling a differential drive vehicle using only camera
images, the method is tested in the Duckietown self-driving car
environment. We demonstrate through our experimental results
that our method improves learnt representation effectiveness
and robustness by achieving the best performance of all tested
methods.

Index Terms—Artificial intelligence, Neural networks, Rein-
forcement learning, Self-driving, Sim-to-real transfer

I. INTRODUCTION

RECENTLY, reinforcement learning-based algorithms
have demonstrated strong capabilities in challenging

simulated environments, but real-world applications still pose
challenges.

Typically, they require large amounts of experience, which
can be obtained by training the agents in a simulator. Since
simulators are imperfect and incomplete representations of re-
ality, agents’ performance typically decreases when transferred
back into the real world. This is especially true for agents using
cameras, due to the visual differences between the simulated
and real environments.

It is advantageous to use cameras as sensors since they are
inexpensive, easy to acquire, and can be used for a wide variety
of purposes. They record a large amount of high-dimensional
data, but algorithmically it is challenging to extract the relevant
high-level information from them.

An agent that uses a camera sensor can be trained in a
simulator by rendering an image of a simulated camera and

using that as input. The difficulty of transferring to the real
world stems from the fact that the diversity of images in a
simulator is much lower than in the real world. There is a
danger that the model learns some specific properties of the
simulator (like the colors and textures of some objects), that
will not be the same in reality, or will be much more diverse.
In that case since these inputs are different from anything the
network has seen, its outputs become unpredictable.

In order to increase the robustness of agents to visual
changes in their environment, visual domain randomization
can be used, which alters the visual characteristics of the
simulator in a randomized way between training episodes.

One possibility to further improve performance after sim-to-
real transfer would be to include real images in some way into
the training procedure. This has the difficulty that while real
world images are usually inexpensive to gather, reinforcement
learning also requires corresponding rewards, which are more
difficult to gather, since they would require precise estimation
of the state, which is more error-prone and also more noisy
due to imperfect sensors, compared to simulation.

As a result, in order to overcome this limitation while still
retaining the ability to utilize real-world data, we propose
using an unsupervised method for state representation learning.
Our method does not require either rewards or labels in
order to learn state representations. Our proposal is to train
variational autoencoders (VAE) on both real and simulated
frames, so that the training distribution incorporates real
frames. Training reinforcement learning agents in simulators
using the representations of these pretrained VAE encoders
can be transferred and robustly applied to the real world.

II. RELATED WORK

In order to decrease the gap between the simulation and
the real world, a number of techniques can be employed, as
follows:

• More realistic simulator environments.
– More realistic rendering and textures [1].
– System identification and calibration [2]: more accu-

rate dynamics parameters based on measurements.
– Novel views of real 3D scenes using Neural Radiance

Fields [3][4]
• Domain adaptation [5]: in order to reduce the perfor-

mance difference between the simulated and real envi-
ronment, certain statistics can be adjusted to make the
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simulated and real environments more similar, auxiliary
loss functions can be applied, or transfer learning can be
used.

• Domain randomization [6][7]: A random perturbation of
some parameters (e.g. visuals) of the simulated environ-
ment is performed in each training episode to broaden
the range of environments where the agent performs
correctly.

• Regularization:
– Observation-noise [2]: making the agent more re-

silient to discrepancies in its observations can in-
crease its robustness.

– Action-noise [2]: can force the agent to plan more
robustly or behave more conservatively.

– Network regularization [8]: application of techniques
typically used against overfitting in deep learning,
such as L2 regularization [9], droupout [10], and
parameter noise [11].

In the following subsections we introduce those methods, that
are most relevant to this work.

A. Domain Randomization

In domain randomization, selected parameters of the simu-
lator are randomly perturbed during every training episode. By
training reinforcement learning agents in a variety of virtual
environments, the range of environments they can perform
well will be widened, increasing the likelihood of a successful
simulation-to-real transfer.

The two main methods of domain randomization are vi-
sual domain randomization [6][7], where visual parameters
are perturbed, such as textures, lightning, background, and
dynamics randomization [12], where the parameters of the
process dynamics are changed.

In the case of visual domain randomization and image
observations, one could also use image augmentation methods
instead of re-rendering the images. These however should not
distort the perceived state of the simulator, which is observed
by the agent. In first-person view environments such as car
driving, random cropping the image would distort the agent’s
perception of its own position on the track, so we consider it
observation-noise instead of visual domain randomization, this
however was also shown recently [13][14] to be effective in
regularizing the networks to improve training performance. A
simple non-distorting image augmentation example is Gaus-
sian pixel noise, but one could change the brightness, contrast
or the saturation of the images as well.

These two methods are quite different, and promote gen-
eralization in different aspects. While a large diversity can
be helpful in the case of visual domain randomization, it is
usually detrimental for dynamics randomization. This means
that the randomization ranges are important hyperparameters
for both methods. In this work we investigate both of them,
and will introduce the most relevant works in the following
sections.

Visual domain randomization is commonly used for high-
dimensional sensors, primarily camera-based tasks, although
it may also be applied to LIDARs.

Fig. 1. Example frames with visual domain randomization from the Ducki-
etown Gym self-driving simulated environment.

B. Direct Visual Domain Randomization

This is the most straightforward way to apply visual domain
randomization: the randomized environments are used in the
same way as the original one – their observations are directly
used for training.

One of the first applications of the technique, in which
the goal was to ensure generalization by visual diversity and
not to make it visually more realistic, was for the task of
indoor camera-based drone control [6]. The authors carried
out the training in simulated indoor environments, in which
they placed lightsources, furniture, closed and open doors in
random positions and directions. They also randomly chose
realistic wall textures. Though their network was pretrained
on realistic images, they did not use any further real images
during training, and their algorithm was capable of flying in
the reality as well, with approximately one crash every minute.

The technique was also successfully applied in robotics
for object localization [7]. The task of the network was to
determine the positions of objects on a table, with other
distracting objects present, based on camera images. The
training was carried out without any real images, with a
random amount of objects with randomized shape, texture
and position, and with a random amount of lightsources with
randomized direction, temperature and position. They also
perturbed the position and direction of the camera, and the
parameters of noise added to the images. They used multiple
thousand non-realistic textures with randomized colors. Based
on the ablation study, the randomized texture and camera
positions had the highest impact, which is a finding that we
have seen in multiple robotics applications.

The method has also been applied to object detection [15]
as well, where the authors used it along with a wide range
of image augmentation techniques. Findings show that their
model has an accuracy similar to as if it has been trained on
a highly realistic virtual dataset. In their case the randomized
light sources and textures had the greatest impact on the result.

C. Indirect Visual Domain Randomization

Indirect approaches do not use the randomized environments
for training, but for network regularization or domain adapta-
tion instead.

Invariance regularized domain randomization [16] uses the
following idea: the robustness of a policy can be measured by
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calculating the average distance between the policy outputs
for a randomized observation and the outputs for its original
counterpart. So we can add this as a regularization term to the
loss function, and use it for optimization, thereby ensuring
robustness of the learned strategies.

A similar solution is the following, where the distances are
not calculated between the outputs, but between the activations
of the last hidden layers instead [17], which can be seen
as a high level representation of the input. This helps to
avoid the situation where the two parts of the loss function
have opposite effects, therefore in this case increasing the
strength of the regularization parameter does not cause a
performance drop when comparing with [16], as it is shown
in the appendix. Another work proposes this same method
[18], however an interesting detail is that they use a randomly
initialized convolutional layers for data augmentation.

Another method is to train an autoencoder to reconstruct
original observations based on visually randomized obser-
vations [19], so that the encoder can be used to compress
simulator frames to a representation that is invariant to visual
changes of the environment.

Visual domain randomization can also be used for domain
adaptation [20]. In this case a network is trained to generate
a canonical observation (an observation that is similar to
the observations of the original environment) based on the
randomized observation. This network can also be used to
adapt real observations, which we then train our agent on.

A drawback of all works mentioned above is, that they
require paired canonical - randomized images, which makes
incorporating real frames difficult. Real camera images can
be considered as randomized observations, but finding their
canonical versions is nontrivial and would require image-to-
image translation. Another option [21] is to train a generative
network to translate simulated images to the domain of real
images instead, and use it during simulator-based training.

D. Sim-to-Real Transfer

It can generally be stated that model-free reinforcement
learning algorithms are not using gathered experience effi-
ciently, so they need several interactions with their environ-
ment to learn to complete certain tasks. That makes training
in the real world slow, and since it also usually needs human
supervision, it is generally too expensive and for some appli-
cations, such as self-diriving cars, even dangerous to train in
the real world. A common solution to this problem is that the
agents learn in simulated environments and are then transferred
to the real world.

Sim-to-real transfer has already been successfully applied in
robot arm manipulation [2], robot locomotion [22] and simple
self-driving tasks [23].

However, our simulators can only be imperfect digital twins
of reality, so the performance of agents is usually reduced after
the transfer.This is called the sim-to-real gap, and one has to
take it into account if they want to apply agents trained in
simulation to the real world.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

Invariance-regularized methods (see Section II) require
paired randomized and canonical images, which would require
producing semantically equivalent versions of the real images
– which is hard to produce. To overcome this difficulty,
we chose to apply the method on top of direct domain
randomization methods instead.

Since supervised state representation learning methods re-
quire labels (e.g. physical quantities) for each image, they
would be noisy to measure and in some cases difficult to obtain
in the real world. As an alternative, we used unsupervised
representation learning, which requires only real images and
no labels, so all what is needed is a camera to take photos.

Based on these considerations, we propose a two stage
training method of the reinforcement learning agent.

1) In the first stage, direct visual domain randomization
with unsupervised state representation learning is used.
The visually randomized simulated images are extended
with real images in the training dataset. For unsuper-
vised state representation learning, we utilize variational
autoencoders [24][25] with calibrated decoders [26].

2) The trained VAE encoder is then applied to encode the
observations to its learned latent space, and the rein-
forcement learning agent is trained in this latent space.
I.e. the simulator output frames are encoded by the
pretrained VAE encoder, and these encoded observations
are processed by the agent to predict the best possible
actions.

The method is depicted on Figure 2.
During state representation learning, the goal is to learn

representations that are (1) compact and informative about
the environment state, making them useful for the control
agent, and are (2) robust to visual changes, making the agent
transferable into the real world.

The first criterion can be evaluated by training a rein-
forcement learning agent using the observations that are pre-
processed by the VAE encoder with its weights frozen, and
measuring the task performance in the simulator. We test the
second criterion by transferring agents into the real world, and
evaluating their performance.

Variational Autoencoder

For state representation learning, we decided to use vari-
ational autoencoders as their utility for learning image rep-
resentations for reinforcement learning algorithms has been
demonstrated in previous works [27], including self-driving,
both in simulation [28] and the real world [29].

Ex∈X [Ez∼q(z|x)[− log p(x|z)] +DKL(q(z|x)||p(z))] (1)

Equation 1 shows the objective [30] of variational autoen-
coders, which can be optimized using the loss function in
Equation 2, with X being the set of images in the dataset,
x an image sample, p(z) being the prior distribution of the
latent variables, q(z|x) being the posterior latent distribution
an image is encoded into by the encoder, and p(x|z) being
the output distribution of pixel values, a reconstruction of the
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Fig. 2. High level overview of the proposed method. We use real images alongside visually randomized simulator images during unsupervised state
representation learning, to improve robustness for sim-to-real transfer. In the first stage we use variational autoencoders for state representation learning,
where an encoder is trained to compress the real and simulated images x into latent variables z̃ and a decoder is trained to reconstruct them x̃. In the
second stage a control agent is trained with reinforcement learning and proximal policy optimization in simulator, where the observations are simulated frames
preprocessed by the pretrained, frozen encoder network.

original image by the decoder, decoded using a sample z from
the posterior latent distribution. In our method X contains both
visually randomized simulated and real images.

Lvae = − log p(x|z) +DKL(q(z|x)||p(z)) (2)

The loss consists of two terms. The negative log-likelihood
term measures the reconstruction error between the original
images and their reconstructed distributions, and the Kullbach-
Leibler divergence term (KL-divergence), which measures the
difference between the latent variable distributions the image
is encoded into, and their priors.

Sometimes a β hyperparameter [31] is introduced, which
scales the KL-divergence term to balance the relative strengths
of the two loss terms. To eliminate the need of tuning
this additional hyperparameter, we used pixelwise calibrated
decoder distributions [26], which eliminate the need for it by
scaling the reconstruction term instead, by setting the variance
of its distribution based on the variance of the pixel values in
the training data. For consistency we estimated the variances
of the distributions by iterating over the whole training dataset
once, and used it throughout the training, instead of estimating
it on each minibatch, as was done in [26].

Following previous works, we use a unit Gaussian as the
latent prior, and another Gaussian distribution with diagonal
covariance matrix as the latent posterior. Using these assump-
tions the loss terms can be computed analytically, and the
reconstruction loss term can be written as Equation 3, and the
KL-divergence term as Equation 4.

− log p(x|z) = (x− x̂)2

2σ2
x

+ log σx + log
√
2π (3)

DKL(q(z|x)||p(z)) =
ẑ2 + σ̂z

2

2
− log σ̂z −

1

2
(4)

The latent posterior mean ẑ and standard deviation σ̂z are
vectors predicted by the encoder, while the image posterior
mean x̂ is predicted by the decoder. The image posterior stan-
dard deviation, σx, is set beforehand. Removing the constants
from the terms, we arrive at our final loss, shown in Equation
5, where N is the minibatch size, D the number of latent
dimensions, X the set of images in the batch and Z the set
of latent variables.

Lvae =
1

2N

∑
x∈X

[
(x− x̂)2

σ2
x

+
1

D

∑
z∈Z

[ẑ2+σ̂z
2−log(σ̂z

2)]] (5)

IV. EVALUATION

We implemented and evaluated the proposed method in the
Duckietown self-driving car environment [32], on the camera-
based lane following task. We used the Stable-Baselines3
[33] reinforcement learning library, and the proximal policy
optimization (PPO) reinforcement learning algorithm [34] with
a continuous action space.

We evaluated a wide range of baselines not using real
images. The examined configurations are listed in Table I, and
the baselines are shown in Figure 3, the bottom row is our
proposed method. We also included end-to-end reinforcement
learning as a baseline, without the application of a pretrained
image encoder. Our hyperparameters are detailed in Appendix
A, loss functions used for baseline methods are detailed in
Appendix B and C.

A. The Duckietown Platform

The Duckietown self-driving platform consists of multiple
main parts, one of which are the Duckiebots, which are small-
sized autonomy-capable vehicles, that are controlled by a
Raspberry Pi or an Nvidia Jetson Nano, and are equipped with
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Fig. 3. Benchmarked baseline methods. Direct vs. invariance regularized domain randomization, and supervised vs. self-supervised state representaion learning.

TABLE I
OVERVIEW OF THE BENCHMARKED METHOD CONFIGURATIONS, OUR

PROPOSED METHOD IS IN THE BOTTOM ROW IN BOLD.

Domain Encoder Canonical Randomized Real
Randomization Pretraining Images Images Images

None None ✓ ✗ ✗
None Supervised ✓ ✗ ✗
None Unsupervised ✓ ✗ ✗
Invariance-Reg Supervised ✓ ✓ ✗
Invariance-Reg Unsupervised ✓ ✓ ✗
Direct None ✗ ✓ ✗
Direct Supervised ✗ ✓ ✗
Direct Unsupervised ✗ ✓ ✗
Direct Unsupervised ✗ ✓ ✓

a single camera. If a Jetson Nano is present, the camera frames
can be processed by it on-device, or alternatively they can
be streamed over the network to a remote computer, which
is common practice in camera-based robotics [35]. During
evaluation we applied the latter option for greater throughput.
Duckiebots are differential drive vehicles, they do not use a
servo motor for steering, instead their motors are independent
on their sides, and they can turn by driving their motors at
different speeds.

Another part of the system is Duckietown, which is a small
scale well-specified, real, physical driving environment, which
can be used by the Duckiebots for driving, therefore their
performance can be evaluated in a real environment.

The last main part is the Duckietown Gym, which is a
self-driving car simulator, implementing the OpenAI Gym
interface. The simulator contains multiple maps that provide
tasks such as lane following, navigation in intersections, and
pedestrian- (duckie-) and vehicle- (duckiebot-) avoidance. The
simulator is capable of simulating multiple agents, opening the
possibility for analyzing the joint behaviour of multiple traffic
participants [36], however in this work we only consider the
single-agent setting.

An important feature of the simulator is that it implements

Fig. 4. An illustration of the preprocessing pipeline

visual domain randomization by optionally perturbing the
following components:

• Position and color of the light source
• Camera position, angle, and field of view
• Color of the sky
• Texture and color of road tiles
• Amount, type, position and color of environment objects
We perturbed all of these components when training the re-

inforcement learning agent with visual domain randomization.

B. Observation Space

Following the work of [37], we downscaled the 640x480
input image by a factor of 4 on both sides to a resolution
of 160x120, then we cropped out the upper third of the
image, which generally only contained information about the
background objects and the sky, which yielded an observation
of size 160x80.

Theoretically, stacking multiple past frames can be useful,
as this enables the network to infer information about its speed
and angular velocity (which need at least 2 frames), and its
acceleration and angular acceleration (which need at least 3
frames). These theoretical considerations have been reinforced
by prior work [37], and it has also been experimentally shown
that stacking more than 3 frames does not yield considerable
benefits, therefore we stacked 3 past frames together for every
observation for the RL agents when not using rotary encoders.
Since we used colored images, the final size of the input image
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observations became 160x80x9, as shown in Figure 4. We did
not apply any other preprocessing on the input images, such
as tresholding certain colors or filtering.

The alternative solution for sensing speed and angular
velocity is to use the rotary encoders that the latest edition
of Duckiebots are equipped with. This option brings its own
set of challenges, and we leave exploring this option to future
work.

C. Action Space

A differential robot is usually controlled by driving its
motors on its sides at different speeds. In the case of the
Duckiebot, one can control the duty cycles of the pulse width
modulated (PWM) signals that drive its DC motors.

That means that the space of possible actions is two-
dimensional and by each dimension it spans the range of
[−1.0; 1.0]. This action space permits some actions that are
not useful, for example we do not want the vehicle to drive
backwards or to drive it much more slowly than what it is
capable of.

Since the task of vehicle control and lane following is
inherently continuous, we have chosen to use a continuous
action space. We followed prior work [37], and have defined
a 1-dimensional action space. The only thing the agent can
directly influence is its steering angle, which is then mapped
to two target speeds of its two motors. These speeds are chosen
to be as high as possible while still having a difference that
is proportional to the steering angle. This has the effect that
when taking sharp turns the car has to slow down to be able
to provide the needed difference between the wheel speeds.

uavg = min(unom,
1

1 + |ϕ|
) (6)

uleft = clip(uavg(1 + ϕ),−1, 1) (7)

uright = clip(uavg(1− ϕ),−1, 1) (8)

The exact derivation is described in Equation 8, where unom

is the desired maximal duty cycle (nominal duty cycle), uavg is
the average duty cycle of the two motors (this depends on the
desired steering angle), uleft and uright are the duty cycles of
the corresponding motors, and ϕ is the desired steering angle,
while clip(value,min,max) is a function that clips its input
to be between a minimal and maximal value.

For small values ϕ can actually be interpreted as a steering
angle in radians, however for larger values it should be
interpreted as a scalar value that is proportional to the angular
velocity of the vehicle, with |ϕ| = 1 meaning that either one
of the motors stops completely while the other one runs at full
speed, meaning that the vehicle goes at half of its maximal
speed.

D. Reward Function

Reward functions for lane following may be based
on throttle [28], speed [38], speed parallel to lane
[39][40][41][42][29], traveled distance [43], and progress [38],
and can include penalties for leaving the lane [28], distance
from lane center [42][40][41], or collision [43][41].

Our initial experiments showed that with the default reward
function provided by the Duckietown environment, the agents
perform suboptimally. Though multiple different reward func-
tions have been tested in previous work [44][45], it has been
shown, that a speed-based reward function is already a strong
baseline [45]. Based on these results, we have chosen to use
a reward function that is physically motivated and is speed-
based. In each timestep the reward of the agent is the speed
at which it is progressing in its lane (with which speed it
is completing the track). A more accurate description is that
the reward is the speed of a virtual twin vehicle that moves
exactly in the middle of the lane, is exactly parallel to it, and
completes its route at the same rate as the actual car.

The exact formula of the reward function is shown in
Equation 9, where v is the physical speed of the car, δ is
the signed angle of the car and lane, r is the signed radius of
the turn, c is the signed curvature of the turn (c = 1/r), and
p is the signed distance of the car from the lane.

R = vprogress = v · cos(δ) · r

r + p
= v · cos(δ) · 1

1 + cp
(9)

The formula can be understood in the following way: v ·
cos(δ) is the component of the vehicle’s speed that is parallel
to the lane, v · cos(δ)/(r + p) is the angular velocity of the
vehicle in a turn, and v ·cos(δ)/(r+p)·r is the circumferential
velocity of the equivalent virtual vehicle in the turn, that is
moving exactly on the middle of the lane.

This reward function has the advantage that it penalizes high
angles and turns taken in the outer regions of the road, while
it promotes high speeds and turns taken on the inner regions
of the road. In practice the value is generally quite close to
simply the speed of the vehicle, which has also been shown
to be a plausible reward function [37].

When using this reward function however, care has to be
taken to limit how much the car can leave its lane, otherwise
it will tend to take left turns by going over to the other lane.

E. Dataset Collection
To be able to apply state representation learning efficiently,

we generated a dataset of observations and corresponding
physical parameters. Though one could use a streaming-type
dataset, which is generated by the simulator, this would not
only bottleneck the training speed, but the samples would not
be statistically independent and identically distributed.

Based on these considerations, we generated and saved
images of 200.000 scenes during the training of a baseline end-
to-end convolutional reinforcement learning agent, and stored
3 different renderings for each image: a visually randomized,
a canonical (non-randomized), and a segmented one, as shown
in Figure 5. We also saved the corresponding speeds, angular
velocities, lane angles, lane distances, and lane curvatures for
future work. The generated dataset has a 22.6 GB storage size.

Four different maps were used, all being a part of the
official Duckietown simulator (Duckietown Gym [32]): 4way,
loop empty, udem1 and zigzag dists.

Note that there are intersections on two out of these four
maps, which we included on one hand to increase diversity,
but also to help future efforts dealing with intersections.
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Fig. 5. Samples from the gathered offline dataset showing the 3 different
renderings for each scene.

Using the dataset, the mean and variance observations for
each image type have been determined on the training set
before the training, to enable the usage of calibrated decoders
[26].

We have created another dataset as well, which contains
19.000 real images, downloaded from online logs of Duck-
iebots from the Duckietown website [32]. We handpicked 3
videos of agents with reasonable performance and diverse
lighting conditions, extracted and saved the frames from them.
These images have been saved under the randomized im-
ages category, with no corresponding canonical or segmented
frames, nor physical quantities.

F. Evaluation Metrics

We used the following metrics to monitor the performance
of lane following agents during and after the training in
simulation:

• Mean angle error: The mean absolute angle between
vehicle and the lane

• Mean position error: The mean absolute distance between
vehicle and the center of the lane

• Mean completion speed: the same as the mean reward
per timestep

• The average length of the evaluation episodes in
timesteps, which can be used to calculate the average
completion rate, which is the ratio of average evaluation
episode length and the maximal episode length

The averages have been calculated over the whole process of
the evaluation, which generally consisted of multiple episodes:
10 during training, 50 during final evaluation.

During real world testing, these metrics would be difficult
and error-prone to measure, so we used the following evalua-
tion metrics:

• Mean number of traveled tiles: correlates with the dis-
tance traveled

• Mean survival time: the ratio of the evaluation time and
the number of manual resets required to keep the agent
on track

The real world metrics were measured for each algorithm
for 60-60 seconds, on both the outer lane and the inner lane of
a closed Duckietown track without intersections, with manual

TABLE II
MEAN EVALUATION METRICS OF THE VAE-BASED STATE

REPRESENTATION LEARNING METHODS. THE PROPOSED METHOD IS IN
THE BOTTOM ROW IN BOLD.

Algorithm Reconstr. error KL-div. Inv. KL-div.
[nats/dim] [nats/dim] [nats/dim]

VAE 0.125 5.5 -
VAE inv. reg. 0.126 3.9 8.3
VAE direct 0.160 5.4 -
VAE direct real 0.087 4.9 -

resets to the center of the lane if an agent attempted to leave
its lane.

Note that the same metrics are used by the Duckietown AI
Driving Olympics evaluation [46], but we report mean values
instead of medians, which was more practical to measure
manually real-time during real world evaluation.

V. RESULTS

In this section we introduce the results of the first stage, and
of the second stage (in simulation and real environments).

A. Representation Learning (first stage)

Though our main goal was to evaluate the quality and
robustness of the learned state representations by training
reinforcement learning agents using the pretrained encoders,
we also report the pretraining performance metrics of our
method and the other baselines.

The metrics of variational-autoencoder based methods are
shown on Table II.

Overall the evaluation metrics are in a similar range across
the methods, with the exception of the reconstruction error of
our proposed method, which is noticeably lower than its coun-
terparts. This could be caused by the fact that both real and
simulated images are used for its training, so the distribution of
training images is bimodal, while the loss parametrization only
assumed a unimodal Gaussian pixel output distribution. This
could have led to overestimated output image pixel variance
values, making the loss reconstruction error lower under our
imperfect assumption.

However our main goal was not to optimize the pretraining
metrics, but to evaluate the quality and robustness of the learnt
representations by using them for reinforcement learning (in
the second stage), so this is what we present in the following
sections.

B. Simulation Environment (second stage)

Table III and IV shows the results of state representation
learning algorithms with their default control modules (trained
using their representations of their input image type in the
Duckietown Gym), evaluated in simulation, evaluated either
without or with domain randomization.

Our results in the simulator without domain randomization
(Table III) show that from the algorithms that did not use
canonical (non-randomized) images for their training (see
Table I), our proposed method performs the best. The usage
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TABLE III
EVALUATION RESULTS IN THE SIMULATOR WITHOUT VISUAL DOMAIN

RANDOMIZATION. COMPLETION RATIOS ABOVE 70% ARE UNDERLINED.
THE PROPOSED METHOD IS IN THE BOTTOM ROW IN BOLD. SEE THE

CORRESPONDING ROWS OF TABLE I FOR MORE DETAILS ON THE
ALGORITHMS.

Algorithm Abs. angle Abs. pos. Completion Completion
error [deg] error [cm] speed [m/s] ratio [%]

E2E 11.5 3.9 0.40 30.0
SUP 6.0 2.5 0.47 88.6
VAE 6.4 2.5 0.48 54.4
SUP inv. reg. 6.6 2.0 0.48 90.8
VAE inv. reg. 7.8 2.5 0.51 83.4
E2E direct 12.9 3.2 0.35 29.3
SUP direct 9.0 3.4 0.44 39.2
VAE direct 8.7 2.4 0.46 52.9
VAE dir. real 7.6 2.8 0.47 73.9

TABLE IV
EVALUATION RESULTS IN THE SIMULATOR WITH VISUAL DOMAIN

RANDOMIZATION. COMPLETION RATIOS ABOVE 70% ARE UNDERLINED.
THE PROPOSED METHOD IS IN THE BOTTOM ROW IN BOLD. SEE THE

CORRESPONDING ROWS OF TABLE I FOR MORE DETAILS ON THE
ALGORITHMS.

Algorithm Abs. angle Abs. pos. Completion Completion
error [deg] error [cm] speed [m/s] ratio [%]

E2E 10.1 3.8 0.42 23.0
SUP 17.8 4.0 0.28 12.5
VAE 11.0 3.9 0.41 18.2
SUP inv. reg. 6.6 2.0 0.48 84.0
VAE inv. reg. 7.7 2.5 0.50 82.3
E2E direct 12.4 3.3 0.38 27.0
SUP direct 7.3 2.8 0.47 79.9
VAE direct 6.9 2.9 0.49 82.7
VAE dir. real 6.0 2.5 0.50 88.1

of real images might have enabled the network to generalize
better to canonical images. However the two invariance-
regularized methods do show a higher performance in this
evaluation setting. The reason can be that the visual domain
randomization in the Duckietown Gym might be too extreme,
visual inspection of the images show that the images are
usually much darker in comparison to the canonical images.
Further evaluation will show however (Table IV, Table V)
that they have worse generalization compared to our proposed
method in the simulated environment with domain randomiza-
tion, and also in reality.

End-to-end reinforcement learning seems to have underper-
formed in these experiments. As one can see on tables III, IV
and V, end-to-end reinforcement learning did not manage to
perform well in any of the evaluation settings.

Table IV shows our evaluation results in the simulator,
with domain randomization. They show that all investigated
state representation learning methods that are trained using
some sort of visual domain randomization, direct or invariance
regularized, are capable of solving the lane following task in
the simulator with randomized visuals at near 80% or higher
completion ratio. However our proposed method (bottom
row) outperformed all of them, achieving the highest, 88%
completion ratio.

TABLE V
EVALUATION RESULTS IN REALITY. SURVIVAL TIMES GREATER THAN OR

EQUAL TO 20 ARE UNDERLINED. THE PROPOSED METHOD IS IN THE
BOTTOM ROW IN BOLD. SEE THE CORRESPONDING ROWS OF TABLE I FOR

MORE DETAILS ON THE ALGORITHMS.

Algorithm Traveled Traveled Surv. time Surv. time
tiles (outer) tiles (inner) (outer) [s] (inner) [s]

E2E 30 30 5.5 4.6
SUP 0 0 0.0 0.0
VAE 22 26 5.0 4.6
SUP inv. reg. 41 44 60.0 30.0
VAE inv. reg. 43 48 no resets no resets
E2E direct 30 29 7.5 6.7
SUP direct 35 41 10.0 20.0
VAE direct 40 49 30.0 no resets
VAE dir. real 44 51 no resets no resets

C. Real Environment (second stage)

Table V shows the results of state representation learning
algorithms evaluated in the real world. Our proposed method
was able to achieve 60 seconds of driving in both directions
without any resets, while also covering more distance than any
other method. Since all methods were run at the same speeds
(same DC motor pulse-width-modulation duty cycle of 50%),
more traveled distance signals a smoother driving with fewer
oscillations, which lines up with what we saw visually.

Our experiments also showed that none of the models
trained without visual domain randomization (top three rows
in Table V) were able to have good performance during real
testing. On the other hand, from the six models trained using
direct or invariance regularizing visual domain randomization,
four were able to achieve an average survival time of 30
seconds or above.

The trends are that supervised state representation learning
outperforms end-to-end reinforcement learning, but variational
autoencoder-based unsupervised state representations perform
the best. In terms of domain randomization, direct methods
outperform ones in which it was not used at all, but invariance
regularizing methods perform the best, with the exception
being our proposed method, which used direct visual domain
randomization, but also used real images for training.

We also took part with preliminary versions of the proposed
method in the Urban League of the 5th and 6th editions of the
AI Driving Olympics [47], and achieved first prize in the Lane
Following category in the 5th edition [48], and achieved third
and fourth place in the Lane Following with Intersections and
with Vehicles categories respectively in the 6th edition [49].

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work we proposed a novel method for learning
effective image representations for reinforcement learning,
whose core idea is to train a variational autoencoder using
visually randomized images from the simulator, but include
images from the real world as well, as if it was just another
visually different version of the simulator.

We evaluated the method in the Duckietown self-driving
environment on the lane-following task, and our experimental
results showed that the image representations of our proposed
method improved the performance of the tested reinforcement
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learning agents both in simulation and reality. This demon-
strates the effectiveness and robustness of the representations
learned by the proposed method.

We benchmarked our method against a wide range of
baselines, and the proposed method performed among the best
in all cases. Our experiments showed that using some type of
visual domain randomization is necessary for a successful sim-
to-real transfer. Variational autoencoder-based representations
tended to outperform supervised representations, and both
outperformed representations learned during end-to-end rein-
forcement learning. Also, for visual domain randomization,
when using no real images, invariance regularization-based
methods seemed to outperform direct methods.

Based on our results, we conclude that including real images
in simulation-based reinforcement learning trainings is able to
enhance the real world performance of the agent – when using
the two-stage approach, proposed in this paper.

APPENDIX A
HYPERPARAMETERS

Tables VI and VII show the hyperparameters used for
pretraining and finetuning, while tables VIII and VIII show the
used encoder and decoder architectures. Note that the neural
network architectures were chosen to be able to fit into the
embedded hardware at a limited runtime.

TABLE VI
VARIATIONAL AUTOENCODER HYPERPARAMETERS

Name Value

Learning rate 1e-3
Number of epochs 20
Width 64
Number of latent dimensions 8
σ parametrization log σ

TABLE VII
PPO REINFORCEMENT LEARNING ALGORITHM HYPERPARAMETERS

Name Value

Optimization steps 64 * 2048
Learning rate 3e-4
Number of steps between updates 2048
Batch size 64
Optimization epochs 10
Time horizon (discount factor) 0.8s (0.96)
Gradient clip range 0.2
Entropy coefficient 0.0
Initial log standard deviation -1.2

TABLE VIII
ENCODER ARCHITECTURE. ALL CONVOLUTIONS USED A KERNEL SIZE OF

3, STRIDE OF 2, LEFT-RIGHT ZERO PADDING OF 1.

Layer Activation Output dimensions

Conv ReLU width x 40 x 80
Conv ReLU width x 20 x 40
Conv ReLU width x 10 x 20
Conv ReLU width x 5 x 10
Linear 2 x latent dim

APPENDIX B
BASELINES WITH SUPERVISED FEATURE EXTRACTION

The loss functions of benchmarked baselines (shown in
Figure 3) using supervised image encoders were determined
following a similar logic to Section III, to have a fair compar-
ison.

Since the scale of multiple physical outputs that we predict
can be very different, we applied a method which works out-
of-the box, and doesn’t require further hyperparameter tuning.
The squared errors of all the physical quantities are normalized
by their variance as shown in Equation 10, which is calculated
beforehand on the training data.

− log p(y|x) = (y − ŷ)2

2σ2
+ log σ + log

√
2π (10)

y is the ground truth label (vector of physical quantities to
be estimated), ŷ is produced by the image encoder, and σ is
the standard deviation of the output distribution. Removing
the constants we arrive at the mean squared error loss, up to a
constant scaling factor, shown in Equation 11, with X and Y
being the set of images and corresponding labels in a batch.

Lsup = Ex,y∈X,Y [− log p(y|x)] = 1

2N

∑
y∈Y

(y − ŷ)2 (11)

APPENDIX C
BASELINES WITH INVARIANCE REGULARIZATION

For those benchmarked baselines that use invariance
regularization-based visual domain randomization (shown in
Figure 3), the KL-divergences were calculated between the
decoder output distributions that were produced using a canon-
ical and a randomized image.

These KL-divergences are added as auxiliary losses without
reweighting to the training loss, which is motivated by a related
work [17] (Appendix B), which shows that the network’s
performance on the reference domain does not depend heavily
on the weight of the invariance loss, if it is not the controller’s
output which is regularized, but an earlier layer. This is true in
our case, since reinforcement learning agents (parametrized by
multilayer perceptrons) are trained later on top of the image
encoders.

For the variational autoencoder, the auxiliary loss is shown
in Equation 12.

KL(q(z|xr)||q(z|x)) =
(ẑr − ẑ)2 + σ̂r

2

2σ̂2
+ log

σ̂

σ̂r
− 1

2
(12)

TABLE IX
DECODER ARCHITECTURE. ALL CONVOLUTIONS USED A KERNEL SIZE OF

3, STRIDE OF 1, LEFT-RIGHT ZERO PADDING OF 1. ALL UPSAMPLING
LAYERS USED NEAREST NEIGHBOR UPSAMPLING WITH A SCALE FACTOR

OF 2.

Layer Activation Output dimensions

Linear ReLU width x 5 x 10
Upsampling + Conv ReLU width x 10 x 20
Upsampling + Conv ReLU width x 20 x 40
Upsampling + Conv ReLU width x 40 x 80
Upsampling + Conv Sigmoid width x 80 x 160
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The supervised case is shown in Equation 13. Using that
visual domain randomization does not change the underlying
physical quantities, and the output variance are predefined, the
loss can be further simplified to a scaled mean-squared-error
loss, shown in Equation 14.

KL(p(y|xr)||p(y|x)) =
(ŷr − ŷ)2 + σ2

r

2σ2
+ log

σ

σr
− 1

2
(13)

KL(p(y|xr)||p(y|x)) =
(ŷr − ŷ)2

2σ2
(14)

In the above auxiliary loss equations xr is the second input
image, in our case the visually randomized one, which we want
to be invariant to. ŷr is produced by the image encoder and
σ̂r is the standard deviation for the encoder output distribution
based on the randomized image.

With that, we get a similar loss formulation to the work on
VAEs with consistency regularization [50], if the regularization
strength hyperparameter is set to 1.0, but without the task of
reconstructing the invariance-input images.
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